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Abstract. Despite only a recent start, machine learning (ML) has gained traction
in cryptographic analysis, more specifically in the realm of differential distinguishers
for symmetric key ciphers. Based on the previous ML based models on lightweight
ciphers presented by Baksi et al. (Eprint’20/DATE’21) and Baksi et al. (SILC’21), we
choose the lightweight block cipher family SPECK as the target for our analysis in
this paper. We show new results on SPECK-32 and SPECK-128 using two well-known
ML libraries, TensorFlow (with Keras API) and PyTorch. We experiment with various
options for the architecture (such as number of layers, dropout and activation function).
Among other results, we present a differential distinguisher for 6 rounds of SPECK-32
and a strong indication for it to follow through one more round, with trivial complexity,
which complements the analysis done by Gohr (CRYPTO’19).
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1 Introduction and Background

Machine learning (ML) is becoming ubiquitous in multiple research areas in computer
science, with the recent application in the realm of differential distinguishers of
symmetric key cryptographic algorithms. In order to extend the state-of-the-art, we
continue down the line of ML based differential distinguishers presented by Baksi et
al. (Eprint’20/DATE’21 in [4]), and Baksi et al. (SILC’21 in [5]), by targeting SPECK.
Designed by NSA [7], SPECK is a family of lightweight block ciphers following the
ARX paradigm.

In the classical differential distinguisher model, the distinction between CIPHER

and RANDOM is done by computing the probability for a particular (input difference,
output difference) pair through mathematical modelling (for example, [1, Chapter
1.4]) or by using automated tools (see, for example, [2]). On the other hand, with
a usage of ML tools, a ML classifier is employed to distinguish between (possibly
round-reduced) CIPHER from RANDOM by formulating the challenger–adversary game
to a classification problem [4,5].

We apply the concept of choosing the 1-bit input differences, which is inspired
from [6]. While the choice of such input differences in [6] is proposed to find the
location of the differential fault attack (DFA) [3, Section 5.1], we notice that it can be
linked to the classical differential distinguisher (for a systematic method to generate
the input differences).



It has been shown in [4] that the ML based methods can effectively reduce the
data complexity required for the classical counterpart, often to the order of cube
root. As more discussion of the model is already available in [4,5], we omit it here
for brevity. In summary, t (≥ 2) distinct input differences δ0, δ1, . . . , δt−1 are chosen.
The corresponding output difference ∆i is labelled as belonging to the corresponding
class i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t− 1}; and fed to the ML model. If the training accuracy (during
offline phase) is significantly > 1

t , then the attacker can distinguish RANDOM from
CIPHER during the online phase by checking the testing accuracy (testing accuracy is
1
t for RANDOM, but > 1

t and equal to that of training for CIPHER).

One point to note here is that we use the testing data for validation. This
is generally not recommended in typical ML applications, due to the problem of
overfitting. However, this is not a problem in our case, as there is only one test case
(i.e., the testing data which is either generated from RANDOM or from CIPHER).

Our Contribution

To the best of our knowledge, Gohr (CRYPTO’19 in [8]) reports the maximum
number of rounds of SPECK-32 attacked by ML, which is till the 7th round1. We can
only cover up to 6 rounds of SPECK-32 so far – with an indication that it actually
follows through the 7th round so far. Similar to the predecessors [4, 5, 6], all our
results work with trivial data complexity.

2 Results on Round Reduced SPECK

Set-up

Our platform consists of 16× Intel Xeon E7-8880 CPUs, and 1× Nvidia Tesla-P100
16GB GPU accelerator (CUDA-10.2); and runs Ubuntu-18.04 (shared among multiple
users).

With Python-3.6.9 and Numpy-1.16.4; we use TensorFlow-2.1.62 back-end with
Keras-2.1.63 API, and PyTorch-0.4.14. Among the ML models, only MLP is used
throughout. We fix Adam [9] as the optimizer.

Implementation of SPECK-32 and SPECK-128 unkeyed permutations is taken from
a publicly available repository5.

2.1 Arbitrary/Ad-hoc Input Differences

The results in this part are obtained from an MLP with TensorFlow/Keras that
runs for 5 epochs. The size of the input to the MLP is same as the state size and
the hidden layers have (128, 256, 256, 256, 128) neurons respectively. A dropout layer
(of rate 0.2) is added after the first hidden layer. The activation function for all the

1The results for the further rounds reported in [8] are derived from the results obtained, and not
directly observed through machine learning based analysis.

2https://www.tensorflow.org/
3https://keras.io/
4https://pytorch.org/
5https://github.com/inmcm/Simon_Speck_Ciphers/blob/master/Python/

simonspeckciphers/speck/speck.py
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layers, save for the output layer, is ReLU. We use 215 data for training and the same
amount of data for testing. The batch size is kept at default, 32.

For 5-round SPECK-32 and 7-round SPECK-128, the results are summarized in
Table 1, where the valid distinguishers (i.e., the accuracy is significantly > 1

t ) are
marked for better readability. While considering more the two input differences
together, it appears that the input difference 100000 has a greater impact on
SPECK-32. Including this input difference in a previous set of input differences
(for which a valid distinguisher is not found) yields a valid distinguisher. More
research would be needed to explain the observation.

Additionally, we also describe distinguishers for SPECK-32 and SPECK-128 for
smaller rounds. The outcomes are given in in Table 2 (Table 2(a) for SPECK-32, Table
2(b) for SPECK-128). The results for SPECK-32 are done for the input differences
(79042080, 1000000), and that for SPECK-128 are done for the input differences
(1000000, 1).

Table 1: Accuracy of ML training for 5-round SPECK-32 and 7-round SPECK-128 (TensorFlow/Keras)
Input Differences Accuracy

SPECK-32

5-round

79042080, 100000 0.5416

79042080, 100000, 52030701 0.3595

79042080, 100000, 52030701, 8710609 0.2729

20400040, 52030701, 8710609 0.3333

SPECK-128

7-round
1000000, 1 0.8266

1240004000000000801042004000000, 1 0.7580

Table 2: Accuracy of ML training for reduced round SPECK-32 and SPECK-128 (TensorFlow/Keras)
(a) SPECK-32

Rounds Accuracy

3 0.83

4 0.68

(b) SPECK-128

Rounds Accuracy

5 0.99

6 0.96

2.2 One-bit Input Differences

Taken from [6], the input differences in this category are all possible 1-Hamming weight
cases. In other words, given the state size of the cipher n, we choose n input differences;
where the bit at location i is set to 1 and the rest are 0, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. Thus,
the input differences are chosen systematically (instead of those in Section 2.1, which
are chosen in arbitrary or in ad-hoc manner). SPECK-32, having state size of 32; the
number of classes is 32 in this category, and the accuracy for RANDOM is 0.03125.

The average time in seconds for training and validation (not counting the time
taken for data generation) per round is indicated in Table 3 (PyTorch) and Table
4 (TensorFlow/Keras).It may be noted that, PyTorch (with default options) can
possibly distinguish 7-rounds of SPECK-32, but TensorFlow/Keras (with default
options) cannot go beyond 6 rounds; even though size of training/testing data and
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hyper-parameters are kept the same. Although, the choice of the activation function
appears to drastically affect the accuracy/coverage. More experiments are needed to
understand the observations fully.

Results from PyTorch The results from PyTorch over various settings are given
in Table 3 (rest settings are kept at default). The in_features size of the first
linear layer and the out_features size of the last linear layer is 326. The rest
in_features/out_features are as indicated. A dropout layer of rate 0.2 is applied
after the first linear layer. No separate SoftMax layer is used at the output layer for
PyTorch, as the CrossEntropyLoss7 combines LogSoftMax.

Differential distinguishers can be observed till 6 rounds of SPECK-32 with all the
activation functions tested, except for the TanhShrink activation function which does
not seem to find any distinguisher even at 1-round (not included in Table 3). On top,
a strong indication that the distinguisher follows through the 7th round can be noted
with activation functions ReLU; as well as with its general forms, PReLU, RReLU,
ReLU6 and LeakyReLU8.

Table 3: Results for one-bit input differences for round reduced SPECK-32 (PyTorch)

SPECK-32

Rounds
Architecture (MLP) Data Size Accuracy Average

TimeLayers Activation Batch Epochs Training Testing Training Testing

5 32, 128, 256,
112, 96, 128,
256, 128, 64

PReLU 32 12 223.2604 223.0211
0.37183 0.35452

36457.56 0.09460 0.09638
7 0.03439 0.03490

5
128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

ReLU 32 10 221.5049 220.9881
0.35440 0.37222

4279.66 0.09169 0.09386
7 0.03406 0.03442

5 32, 128, 256,
112, 96, 128,
256, 128, 64

ReLU 32 12 223.2604 223.0211
0.27554 0.23028

21748.36 0.08190 0.07742
7 0.03375 0.03395

5
128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

RReLU 128 10 221.5049 220.9881
0.32060 0.33570

1591.66 0.08538 0.08615
7 0.03407 0.03386

5
128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

ReLU6 128 10 221.5049 220.9881
0.32116 0.33948

1502.46 0.08596 0.08760
7 0.03476 0.03367

5
128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

LeakyReLU 32 10 221.5049 220.9881
0.35932 0.37501

4828.36 0.09220 0.09365
7 0.03404 0.03386

5 128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

SELU 32 10 221.5049 220.9881 0.36505 0.37348
5558.9

6 0.09592 0.09746

5 128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

HardTanh 32 10 221.5049 220.9881 0.37314 0.37872
5533.0

6 0.09111 0.09250

5 128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

Tanh 32 10 221.5049 220.9881 0.37794 0.38250
6162.5

6 0.09481 0.09516

5 128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

LogSigmoid 128 10 221.5049 220.9881 0.26537 0.27944
2142.7

6 0.06671 0.06753

6https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.nn.Linear.html#torch.nn.Linear
7https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.nn.CrossEntropyLoss.html#torch.

nn.CrossEntropyLoss
8Although the deviation of accuracy for the RANDOM case is small, the same deviation is observed

through repeated trials of the same experiment.
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Results from TensorFlow/Keras Results for round-reduced SPECK-32 from Ten-
sorFlow/Keras are given in Table 4. A SoftMax layer is applied at the output layer
with neuron size 32, which is not included for the sake of brevity.

Note that the differential distinguisher works till the 6th round, with the activation
functions ELU, SELU and ReLU. No indication for it to follow at the 7th round is
observed.

Table 4: Results for one-bit input differences for round reduced SPECK-32 (TensorFlow/Keras)

SPECK-32

Rounds
Architecture (MLP) Data Size Accuracy Average

TimeLayers Activation Batch Epochs Training Testing Training Testing

5
128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

Sigmoid 128 10 221.5049 220.9881 0.31239 0.31239 4087.1

5
128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

Tanh 32 10 221.5049 220.9881 0.23050 0.24706 14040.7

5 128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

ELU 32 10 221.5049 220.9881 0.34536 0.35649
15462.6

6 0.07299 0.07551

5 128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

SELU 32 10 221.5049 220.9881 0.33400 0.33844
15214.0

6 0.06105 0.06585

5 128, 256, 112,
256, 128, 64

ReLU 128 10 223.2558 223.0156 0.38132 0.39083
12400.5

6 0.07923 0.08075

3 Conclusion

Our work shows the machine learning based differential distinguishers for the (round-
reduced version of) lightweight block cipher SPECK-32 and SPECK-128. Following
the methodology introduced in [4] (later extended in [5,6]), we show the existence
of multiple distinguishers of 7-round SPECK-128, and 6-round SPECK-32 with an
indication that it works for one more round. Each of the distinguishers work with
trivial data complexity.

We are hopeful the bound for our ML assisted model can be increased with
further research, as our results do not constitute the upper limit. The coverage of
rounds could likely be extended with more training/testing data, deeper network,
different choice of hyper-parameters, various activation functions etc. Also, as noted
in Section 2.1, the choice of the input differences play an important role. Therefore, it
may be possible to increase the coverage only by choosing suitable input differences.

We note multiple problems for the future researchers. The analytical (i.e., without
using ML tools) explanation of the observations made in this paper would be particular
interest. Second, the anomaly of results returned by PyTorch and TensorFlow/Keras
(both with default options) can be studied. A detailed study on the impact of
the activation functions, the batch size, and defining a level of significance for the
distinguisher etc. can be of interest. Such study would likely lead to more prominent
distinguishers for round-reduced SPECK-32 (e.g., covering 8-rounds or more). One
may look for extension of the model, including automation of choosing the hyper-
parameters of the model, higher order differential distinguisher etc. Explaining the
results by means of non-ML methods also remains elusive.
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